DIGITAL LOCK
Secure your files against identity theft!
In our digital world, vast amounts of information is stored on
our computers, and passed back and forth. Your files, both at
home and at the office, are a trove of private and potentially
valuable information. Theft of confidential information can
result in heavy financial loss - Americans lost an estimated
$49.3 billion US in 2006 to criminals who stole their
identities, according to studies. With encryption technology,
you can securely store or send files knowing that your private
information is safely locked, and will never fall into the wrong
hands.
Protect the sensitive documents and private digital data
on your computer with the strong encryption technology of
Lavasoft Digital Lock. The Digital Lock is a natural addition to
the privacy tools you use regularly to ensure your computer
security.
Encrypt home and corporate files for safe storage and
sending!
Relieve the burden of worrying about identity theft with Lavasoft’s strong
encryption technology that protects your files and sensitive information.
Browse the web with ease and connect your laptop or desktop computer
to other networks, knowing that your files will remain secure.
Use Lavasoft’s Digital Lock as an additional measure of control on a
computer that already has log-in security, or as an extra back-up if a PC is
lost, stolen, or accessed by another person.
Never worry about a third party gaining access to files transmitted by
e-mail or external media – when you lock a file or folder, you alone have
access to it.
Free online customer support, 24-hours a day,
7 days a week.

Key Features

¨¨Strong encryption technology
including AES 256 Bits

¨¨Easy-to-use program interface
¨¨Direct security channel for e-mail
¨¨Encrypts all file formats for
storage or sending

¨¨Easy browsing and encryption of
selected files

¨¨Shreds original file after
encryption

System Requirements

¨¨Microsoft Windows
Windows 2000
XP
Vista
Windows 7 (32 and 64-bit)
¨¨15 MB free disk space
¨¨RAM: Operating system +
minimum 10 MB

Available Languages

¨¨English
¨¨German
¨¨Swedish

Lavasoft Digital Lock Key Features
■■ Secure your files and sensitive data with strong encryption that supports
several encryption algorithms, including the new AES standard 256 Bits.

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Conveniently select files for encryption with a simple right-click, drag and drop
functionality, or by browsing for a file.

¨¨Established in 1999
¨¨Private company
¨¨Headquarters in
Gothenburg, Sweden

Create encrypted e-mail attachments that can be sent to recipients that do
not have Digital Lock installed - only the correct password is needed to unlock
encrypted files.

¨¨4,000 partners in over 120

Benefit from the Digital Lock’s ability for multiple encryption of selected files
– encrypt a file more than once and use different combinations of passwords
and encryption algorithms for added control.

downloads worldwide

Full shredding functionality means you have the opportunity to shred the
original file after completing a successful encryption.
Store and send files the way you choose with an encryptor that supports your
security needs and individual way of working.

About Lavasoft’s Encryption Technology
The encryption technology used in Lavasoft Digital Lock is based on the
following well-known standards and approved encryption algorithms:

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

About Lavasoft AB

New AES-standard Rijndael, 256 bits
Blowfish, 448 bits
Twofish, 256 bits
SafeIT algorithm, 480 bits
Hash-algorithm: MD5
Secure your e-mail communication. Right click on any file and choose “encrypt
and send to mail” and no one will be able to read the information in the
attachment without the correct password.

The following formats are supported:
• .html files with imbedded Java technology. These can be received by anyone
anywhere.
• .safe files. Send this format to another Digital Lock user (demo or full version)
or any user that download the Free Encryption Reader.
• .exe files. A self executable file that includes the encryption reader right away.
• .zip files. Put the selected format in a zip folder when you need to.

countries

¨¨Over 400 million Ad-Aware
The Lavasoft Mission
The Lavasoft mission is, as an
innovation-driven organization, to
pioneer and deliver high quality
security solutions that protect
individual computer users and
business networks worldwide
from compromising and intrusive
privacy threats.
The Lavasoft Vision
Our vision is that every
computer user, regardless of
economic status or geographic
location, has the power to
control their individual privacy
and security. We strive to
promote an environment of
ethical change in the spyware
industry to uphold our ideals
of social and corporate
consciousness.

For the seventh consecutive
year, identity theft topped
the U.S. Federal Trade
Commission’s annual
report on consumer fraud
complaints, accounting for
36 percent of the 674,354
complaints received in 2006.
FTC’s Consumer Fraud
and Identity Theft Complaint
Data

Contact
Lavasoft AB
Odinsgatan 10
411 03 Gothenburg
Sweden

Web
www.lavasoft.com
Phone +46.(0)31.757 87 00
Fax
+46.(0)31.15 69 10

